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ABSTRACT
Sensors and communication electronics will ease the motorist’s life, improve the utilisation of
road capacity and reduce emission levels in the coming decades. But all in its own time.
Replacing technology is a gradual, evolutionary process. This paper describes the possible
development of intelligent cars in the twenty-first century based as a gradual, evolutionary
process but with irreversible transitions with respect to the role of the driver and ICT component.
The paper compares the possible development with other roadmaps for intelligent cars and
reviews the main research and development challenges.
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of congestion has not yet been resolved in the Netherlands. Annual growth in
prosperity of 3% means an increase in mobility of 2% and freight traffic of 3%. In 2007 the
amount of congestion on the motorways increased by 10% compared with 2006. Additional
public transport is unable to adequately deal with this growth; it would require a doubling of
capacity within ten years. In other words, more cars and more traffic jams, more emissions and
less economic growth. If policy remains unchanged, car drivers will have to contend with twice
as many lost hours in their cars in 2020 compared with 2000.
The question is how the Netherlands can effectively respond. Sensors may offer a solution. A car
equipped with intelligent sensors and communication electronics can support or take over many
driver tasks so that drivers can use their ‘jammed’ time more usefully. For instance, to check emails, watch a short film or read the newspaper. This would make congestion and road-pricing
less of a punishment.

This safe, pleasant and useful way of moving from place to place is not a question of centuries.
Intelligent sensors and communication electronics are rapidly becoming cheaper, enabling a
paradigm shift. In the twentieth century the car had no contact with its environment. All
communication signals were one way: to the eyes and ears of the driver. This century will see the
car communicating with its environment. The ultimate goal is an automatic car that is able to
reach its destination autonomously while taking account of other cars on the road and the
roadside furniture. Such an intelligent car will not come on to the market just like that. The
development of the mobile form of Ambient Intelligence is a gradual process. Researchers will be
challenged in the coming decades to produce ever smaller and lighter automotive electronics that
are not only cheap but moreover extremely reliable. A system that is 99.999% reliable just will
not do when human lives are at stake. Autonomous forms of transport have to be 100% reliable.
There is plenty of research to be done on the interaction between man and his intelligent
environment.
5 GENERATIONS OF INTELLIGENT CARS
Take the Citroën 2CV, the iconic ugly duckling of the twentieth century motorway. It couldn’t
ever communicate with its environment. All interaction goes through the driver and the only
means of communication are the indicators and a horn: the generation 0 car. Its successor, the
first generation 1G, already began to exchange information in a very simple form in the shape of
motorway signals containing information on journey time and delays. Generation 1 has
navigation systems, speed alert, reservation and payment systems, sometimes provided through
market forces, but also implemented by law, such as road pricing. Generation 1 has a great set of
instruments for managing traffic. The road authorities can prompt a portion of the car drivers to
indicate their route and destination or traffic jam information via GPS. Even if just a few drivers
participate, that will be enough information to predict traffic jams and adjust the traffic
management accordingly. All traffic participants will benefit.
In Generation 2 we see more complex information exchange patterns through a seamless
communication network for vehicles and roads. Vehicles transmit and receive information about
hazards and congestion via vehicle-vehicle communication. In generation 2, we also see systems
that support both the driver and traffic manager. Drivers are not replaced; they are still in control
although automatic cruise control (ACC) systems will be responsible for acceleration and
braking. Automatic steering begins with Lane Departure Warning functionality that warns the
driver when he appears to be moving out of his lane. Generation 2 systems ensure a quieter traffic
picture, and traffic users experience that too. A traffic jam will arise much later when the speed is
gradually adjusted. An example is the narrowing from four to three lanes on the A12 motorway
near Woerden. Simulations reveal that if a reasonable percentage of the vehicles are equipped
with ACC, demonstrably less congestion occurs. Moreover, fuel consumption and emissions are
lower at more gradual speed adjustments, and the reduced fuel consumption can pay for the extra
costs of the sensor.
In 3G systems cars are inundated with sensors for car-to-car (C2C) and car-to-infrastructure
communication (C2I) that lighten the driver load even more, like allowing the car through the
software to ‘rivet’ to cars in front and behind, providing selective automated driving functions.

People who have a 3G system can do all kinds of other things than driving and steering when in
traffic jams. Truck drivers can do their administration or read emails from their office. Business
drivers can scan their documents. But drivers can’t doze off quite yet; their input is needed every
single minute! A buzzer or vibration will jolt the driver’s seat and make them aware of an
awkward situation. 3G drivers also have to contend with road users that are a bit behind
technologically speaking. Dedicated 3G lanes can offer the requested safety levels and support
further implementation.
Special measures are needed to blend the 3G cars with 0G up to 2G cars. While a manoeuvre like
merging among 3G mobiles is a matter of electronic exchanges (handshakes), blending
technology generations on the road requires more traditional means of communication. Merging
would have to be regulated, for instance, by light signals from 3G cars that are already driving on
the motorway. Cars with led lamps, too, can indicate what technology they have on board and
which of their systems are active. A 3G car that is driving in a ‘train’ should be recognisable by a
unique sign. National and international authorities have to standardise those signs and set them
down in legislation.
Driving in formation in the same lane implies that this ’train’ will become even longer. How
close may a car and truck come at certain speeds? A relatively simple ACC system still means
large safety distances, which will be too large if everyone were to use ACC, and it would
probably be dynamic and not stable. So the eighth car, for instance, would be constantly
accelerating and braking. However, if the system were to know that the vehicles in front also had
active 3G C2C, then the distance between cars could be reduced. When there is a sudden braking
five cars ahead, the 3G system would instantly respond when the car in front brakes.
When 3G technology becomes more fashionable, the ‘trains’ will become too long, and certainly
whenever they form on the right-hand lane, merging and exiting traffic will be a problem. This is
still an issue over which we are still racking our brains. Perhaps C2C software could be
developed that negotiates between the various autonomous systems in cars so that for every fifth
car some buffer space is created? Or will the government largely just promote 3G or allow 3G
only on three-lane carriageways where 3G is only active in the outside lane, or during congestion
or where indicated by motorway signs?
The fourth generation will herald the possibility of automatic steering at low speeds. GPS will
then have to be accurate to within a metre, but automatic driving then becomes a reality when
there is no traffic jam. Take a residential area. As soon as a driver reaches the edge of a
residential area, the steering system takes over. Driving at the allowed speed, slowly slaloming
towards the destination between the speed-limiting obstacles – in such areas lower maximum
speeds will be increasingly demanded. Not just for safety but also to reduce emissions and limit
noise pollution. What is important is that this system must recognise other stationary and slowmoving road users that will never work with a 3/4G C2I system. Like children playing. As soon
as something unexpected occurs in a residential area with a 30 km/hr speed limit, you will want
your 4G vehicle to be able to stop in time. Other technologies will be applied to ensure that the
flow is enhanced and drivers are offered greater comfort. Parking, for example. Entering a
residential area, you look for a place to park. The car drives the final metres to park entirely
independently while you have the key ready as an emergency stop measure. Leaving is the same
procedure in reverse. Handy for invalids and older people who are less able to twist their body to
park in and get out of a tight parking spot. A 4G car allows them to park perfectly. A second
example is traffic lights. If all cars started to move at the same time when a light turns green, the
flow would increase by 50%. But this is only feasible if the system is 100% reliable. And you

also have to be sure that the cars ahead are all equipped with and have this system on. This may
be some time coming but a watered-down version is not inconceivable.
The transition from 4G to 5G will, ultimately, be virtually unnoticeable. More vehicle guidance is
occurring, also at high speeds. The ideal picture is of the automobile as autonomous. People who
hanker after the old days will simply pop down to a special circuit where they can drive 0G cars
and tailgate, overtake or switch lanes to their heart’s content. 5G makes areas outside the
motorway (3G) and urban environment (4G) available for the auto-car. A driver orders his car to
a destination. This car will be full of sensors of every shape and colour, cameras included,
invisible optical light clusters, radar and ultra-precise positioning and map system. This is the car
that is still unaffordable. If it were to be introduced now, software gremlins would put their
spanners in the works and it would not perform as you want it to.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ROADMAPS
In the late 90-ies, automated driving was studied in research programmes all over the world.
Because it was expected that automated driving could to significantly higher levels of traffic
efficiency and safety, researchers also addressed potential development paths. Figure 1 depicts a
development path for automated highway driving by Van Arem & Tsao (1). The path actually
consists of two main steps. In the first step, they consider that driving tasks are gradually support
more and more until a high level of automation. The driver is responsible for supervising the
automation. This step is comparable to 1-3G in our reference model. The second step comprises
different stages of full infrastructure assisted automation on segregated roads, expanding from
single lanes to multiple lanes and using communication between vehicles to go from free agents
to platooning.

Figure 1: A development path for automated highway driving (Van Arem & Tsao, (1)).
The development path differs strongly from the 5G reference model in this paper. It does not
consider rural or urban roads and it does not acknowledge the role of vehicle-vehicle and vehicle
infrastructure communication in the early stages.

At the start of the 21st century, the research focus shifted to driver assistance systems. The
ADASE-II roadmap (2, Figure 1) was published in 2003 by a consortium of car manufacturers,
suppliers and road operators. It was used as a common basis for R&D planning in the EU. It
focuses on applications that actively support the operational or tactical driving task, and does not
address navigation systems or traffic information. It shows a sequence of applications increasing
in development phase and complexity and highlights the main research fields involved. It reflects
1G in the lower part by warning and information systems such as Night Vision and curve and
speed limit info. Communication between cars and infrastructure, a dominant element of 2G and
3G is reflected in Local Hazard Warning and ACC/Stop&Go with foresight (3G). The step
toward automatic driving is separated by a white line, represented the large issues in acceptance,
technology, liability, driver responsibility etc. The 5G model however assumes that automatic
driving can already by supported in 3G on motorways, in 4G at slow-speeds in urban
environment and in 5G throughout the network.

Figure 2: ADASE-II Technology roadmap
The Implementation Road Map working group of the eSafety Forum (3) looked especially at
applications capable of affecting road fatalities in Europe in 2010. It has looked at the following
vehicle based systems: Electronic Stability Control, Blind spot monitoring, Adaptive head lights,
obstacle & collision warning and lane departure warning, which are typically 1G applications. It
also looked at the following infrastructure-related systems: eCall, extended environmental
information, real-time travel and traffic information, dynamic traffic management, local danger
warning and speed alert. Interestingly, some of these applications already involve communication
between the vehicle and infrastructure. The working group did not address applications beyond
2G.
Given the availability of several plausible road maps, Vreeswijk et al. (4) quantified the potential
penetration rate in time of a speed assistant on passenger cars. Using a scenario approach the
penetration rate was studied as a function of market development and market organisation and
taking into account the potential impact on traffic safety and efficiency. In favourable conditions
(favourable market and active government), the penetration of rate of an advisory system (1G)
can be up to 50% in 2020. The penetration rate of a controlling system (2G) can be up to 20% in

2020, in conditions with a favourable market development, little market organization, but
assuming a high user acceptance of a controlling system.
The EU project eImpact (5) did not formulate a road map but estimated penetration rates of
Intelligent Vehicle Systems in 2010 and 2020 for use in an impact assessment study of these
systems. Their estimates of penetration rates were based on extensive discussions with the car
industry. For an advisory system such as speed alert (1G) penetration rates on passenger cars of
39% are estimated in favourable market conditions, which is in the same range as the estimates
given by Vreeswijk et al. (4). For controlling systems such as Full Range Adaptive Cruise
Control (2G), a penetration rate of 11% is estimated in 2020, which is considerably lower than
the estimates by Vreeswijk et al. (4). Interestingly, eImpact estimated the penetration rate on
goods vehicles to be higher than on passenger cars: 46% for Speed Alert and 14% for Full Range
Adaptive Cruise Control. Finally, eImpact gives penetration rates corrected for the number of km
driven, resulting in higher estimates, varying for Full Speed Adaptive Cruise Control from an in
increase from 11% to 12% for passenger cars and from 14% to 25% for goods vehicles.
Concluding, the 5G reference model appears to extend and unify earlier roadmaps. It extends the
earlier phases and scope of the road maps on highway automation. It extends the ADASE-II road
map and the eSafety Implementation Road Map with a longer term perspective. It unifies earlier
road maps, because it gives a view on both the short, medium and long term development. In
favourable market conditions, the fleet penetration rate of 1G and 2G can be up to 40-50% and
10-20%, respectively in 2020.
A RESEARCH AGENDA
The 5G reference model provides an excellent basis for a research agenda. We assume a 7 years
interval between the generations and assume that each generation consists of research (R),
Development (D) and product (P) phase. Figure 3 shows the resulting development of the
generations in time.

Figure 3: 5G Reference model as a basis for a research agenda

Currently, 1G, autonomous systems, is strongly moving into commercial products. 2G, consisting
of systems with active support and vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-infrastructure communication has
done most basic research and is in the phase of development, with a few systems on the market,
but many more to come. 3G, with strong driver support and even automation on motorways is in
the phase of basic research and development, which in fact is also the case for low speed
automation outside motorways (4G).
The research issues (Figure 4) have a specific interpretation for each generation. Regarding in-car
systems, increasing generations will place increasing demands on issues such as performance,
reliability and complexity.

Figure 4: Research issues
Regarding the role of the driver, the first generations will address a safe interaction of the driver
with an increasing number of systems, but starting with 3G, supervisory control and acceptance
of automated systems will become important. The integration of intelligent cars in the traffic
system will start in 2G with communication between the infrastructure and the vehicle, enabling
integration with traffic management systems at later generations. Research on the different actors
is important throughout the different generation, but especially in the case of the automation of
driving tasks (3G and higher), where issues regarding responsibility and liability need to be
solved.
For 1G, autonomous systems, and 2G, active support and cooperative warning systems,
challenges in the product phase can be addressed by a combination of awareness raising, field
operational test and stakeholder cooperation (6). Research and development of 3G (selective
automation on highways and cooperative support) and 4G (low speed automation in urban areas)
is now starting. 3G and 4G will benefit strongly from a combination of basis research and realworld testing facilities, in cooperation with research institutes, industry and road operators.
THE PERSPECTIVE ON IMPLEMENTATION
How long will it take for 5G to arrive? Let’s say that in the coming seven years the first
generation develops and that 2G has achieved sufficient penetration around 2015. If 3G and 4G
each takes seven years to arrive, then it will be 2030 before the advent of 5G. In other words, it
won’t be an overnight event. And just as in mobile telephony went form 2G (GSM) to 3G

(UMTS), it will be gradual. A reference model as outlined above is an aid to moving from 1G or
2G to 3G and beyond without putting too much on your fork.
But who is going to be charged with implementing these new possibilities? In view of the rapid
development, cars are expected to have a ‘scalable computer’ that is sometimes separate from the
car manufacturer’s original product. Like the rapid introduction of GPS navigation systems. Such
platforms make new possibilities more readily available, which could be five years for built-in
systems. Ultimately car and platform manufacturers will have to generate a solution in which
exchangeability is an option, just as in personal computers.
Research into generation N+2 often begins as generation N+1 starts to clearly gain some shape.
But it pays to invest in mobility research on the basis of vision. Any company that’s first in any
generation could make billions in sales and export. The challenge is to be the first to conquer 3G,
with a vision for future generations. Not just in thought but also in deed. Wasn’t it the
Netherlands that once had the worst traffic jams, starting now to implement nation wide 1G
roadpricing?
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